love fingerless mitts. They are
so wearable.

his is a very basic pattern. Just make your
mitts as you like : with one or two colors, with
variegated or self striping yarn, with cabled
ribbing, make them longer if you like... this
pattern is just a guideline.
used only 14 grams for each mitt, so look at
you sock yarn stash and use the leftovers, or
buy the most beautiful and expensive skein to
make a pair.
: fingering yarn, sock yarn (Regia, Trekking, Opal, Jawoll…)
16 st/ 22 rows in the round = 2 inches
DPN 2, 5 mm
place marker
Make one Right /
Make one Left:
http://www.knittinghelp.com/videos/increases

ast on 60 stitches on 4 DPN. Join to work in the round.
!: K2 P2 (or if you prefer: K1P1)
" #$: K
>> You can also K2P2 (or K1P1) from row 1 to 30

% &'
K30, PM, M1L, PM, K30

(: K
#: K30, slip marker, MIL, K to the next marker, M1R, slip marker, K30
): K
28 rows; repeat the increasing row # 3 on each following rows:
# 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 28.
otal thumb st (between markers): 19
ext row: K to 1st marker, place the 19 gusset st on waste yarn, use the backward
loop to CO 1 st, K to the end of the row.
otal of the st on the needles: 61
7 rows (or more for longer mitts)
*: K29, K2tog, K30
+ ) K2P2 (or K1P1: make the same ribbing as for the cuff)
ast off in K2P2 (K1P1)

% &'
ut the 19 thumb st on needles
: K 19 st, pick up and knit 1 st in the st you cast on with the backward loop
between hand and thumb. Total thumb st: 20.
( ,: K2P2 (or K1P1)
ast off in K2P2

-eave in loose ends.
.nd now knit with your mitts!
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